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Lise Damelet heads the firm’s antitrust practice, which she founded in June 2020.

Lise acts for French listed companies and international clients in a variety of sectors including transportation, construction,

energy, media, retail and consumer products. She has extensive experience in antitrust litigation including private

enforcement, merger control and high-profile state aid matters.

Lise has professional experience in leading international law firms, having practiced for over 10 years at Orrick, Herrington &

Sutcliffe LLP in Paris. She also regularly authors articles in the Concurrences review.

Lise is also featured in The Legal 500 EMEA 2023 rankings. Clients have described Lise as being “reactive, very fine in her

approach to subjects, with innovative solution proposals”, she “shows audacity, pugnacity and intelligence”. Clients also

praise her for defending “the interests of her client in a very intelligent way, going beyond the high expectations already

set”, adding that “she is a person with whom it is not only very pleasant to work but also to exchange.”

Lise is a member of the Association des Avocats Pratiquant le Droit de la Concurrence (APDC) and of the Association

Française d’Etude de la Concurrence (AFEC).

Admitted to the Paris Bar in 2007, Lise is a graduate of the Institut d’Etudes Politiques de Lille (2001), the University of Lille II

(Master in International & European Law, 2002) and the EDHEC Business School (2004).

Recent accolades

“The main partner with whom I work is reactive, very fine in her approach to subjects, with innovative solution proposals.

She defends the interests of her client in a very intelligent way, going beyond the high expectations already set. She is a

person with whom it is not only very pleasant to work but also to exchange.” – The Legal 500 EMEA 2023 – EU, Competition



and Distribution

“Lise Damelet is particularly attentive to her clients and spends time and energy defending them. She is very involved in

cases, shows audacity, pugnacity and intelligence. She is open to comments from her collaborators and to discussion in

general.” – The Legal 500 EMEA 2023 – EU, Competition and Distribution

“Very good services from Lise Damelet in competition law.” – The Legal 500 EMEA 2023 – EU, Competition and Distribution

“Very good responsiveness and availability of Lise Damelet; good knowledge of the practices of the competition

authorities, real added value in the drafting of the writing which made it possible to obtain a very satisfactory result.” – The

Legal 500 EMEA 2023 – EU, Competition and Distribution

“We worked with Lise Damelet (partner), Matthieu de Calbiac and Yann Davie (collaborators). I particularly appreciated

their availability, mastery of legal issues and interest and knowledge of our company’s business sector.” – The Legal 500

EMEA 2023 – EU, Competition and Distribution


